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Abstract

Non-repudiation is a security service that provides cryptographic evidence to support the settlement of disputes in electronic commerce. In commercial transactions, an intermediary (or agent) might be involved to help transacting parties to conduct their business. Nevertheless, such an intermediary may not be fully trusted. In this paper, we propose agent-mediated non-repudiation protocols and analyze their security requirements. We first present a simple scenario with only one recipient, followed by a more complicated framework where multiple recipients are involved and collusion between them is possible. We also identify applications that could take advantage of these agent-mediated non-repudiation protocols.
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1. Introduction

In e-commerce, where business cannot be conducted face to face, it is not realistic to expect all parties to trust and to cooperate with one another during the entire purchasing process. Since various participants, all having different requirements, operating in different, distributed and heterogeneous environments, are encompassed in an e-commerce interaction, non-repudiation is identified as a key requirement for designing transaction models and protocols.

During the last years the impressive growth of the Internet and more generally of open networks has created several security-related problems. Repudiation is one of them. Non-repudiation is an important requirement in electronic transactions to protect customers and merchants [2]. It must not be possible for a merchant to claim that he sent the electronic goods when he did not. In the same way, it must not be possible for a customer to falsely deny having received the goods. Evidence should be collected to resolve these disputes arisen between participating entities in an electronic commerce scenario. Digital signature serves as a major type of cryptographic

---
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evidence, which links a message with its origi-
nator and also maintains the integrity of the
message.

A number of solutions towards fair non-repu-
diation have been developed [3]. Some of them use
a trusted third party (TTP) that plays the role of a
trusted intermediary between the participating
entities. The major disadvantage of this approach
is the communication bottleneck created at the
TTP. Nevertheless, Zhou and Gollmann [4] pre-
sented a protocol, where the TTP intervenes dur-
ing each execution as a “low weight notary” rather
than as an intermediary. Other solutions use an
off-line TTP, assuming that participating entities
have no malicious intentions and the TTP need not
be involved unless there is an error in the protocol
execution. This is called an optimistic approach.
There are also solutions that eliminate the TTP’s
involvement, but based on a strong requirement:
all involved parties must have the same computa-
tional power in gradual exchange protocols, or
fairness depends on the number of protocol
rounds in probabilistic protocols.

The research towards a generalization of non-
repudiation, where multiple entities may partici-
pate in non-repudiation protocols, has been
undertaken by Kremer and Markowitch [5,6]. An
extension that allows one originator to send dif-
ferent messages to many recipients in a non-repu-
diation protocol appeared in [7]. Some work about
multi-party scenarios in a related topic such as fair
exchange, where entities have to exchange (ac-
corded) items between them without loss of fair-
ness, also exists [8–10].

The use of an intermediary (or agent) to im-
prove electronic transactions is not novel and can
be found in [11,12]. Nevertheless, no agent-med-
iated non-repudiation protocol exists to the best
of our knowledge. Although two-party non-repu-
diation protocols could be used to implement
an agent-mediated non-repudiation protocol, we
will propose a new approach to improve the ef-
ficiency of such an implementation. In our new
approach, a distrusted intermediary entity (dif-
ferent from the TTP) is introduced to facilitate
the collection, verification, and storage of evi-
dence on behalf of the final entities. We demon-
strate that the use of such an intermediary entity
satisfies the security requirements expected in an
e-commerce transaction.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we define our model with a
new entity involved, identify the security require-
ments, and present an intuitive solution which will
be compared later with our new approach. In
Section 3, we present a simple agent-mediated
non-repudiation protocol with one recipient only.
In Section 4, we augment this scenario to the one
where multiple recipients are involved. In Section
5, we further extend the scenario to multiple re-
cipients for exchange of different messages. We
identify some applications for agent-mediated
non-repudiation protocols in Section 6 before
concluding the paper in Section 7.

The following basic notation is used throughout
the paper:
• \(A \rightarrow B : X\): entity \(A\) sends message \(X\) to entity \(B\).
• \(A \leftarrow B : X\): \(A\) fetches message \(X\) from \(B\).
• \(A \Rightarrow \prod : X\): \(A\) multicasts message \(X\) to a set \(\prod\).
• \(X, Y\): concatenation of messages \(X\) and \(Y\).
• \(u_P\): the public key of user \(P\).
• \(SP(X)\): digital signature of user \(P\) over message \(X\).
• \(EK(X)\): encryption of message \(X\) with key \(K\).
• \(h(X)\): one-way hash function with input \(X\).
• \(f\): a flag indicating the purpose of a message.

2. Model and requirements

In [13], an agent-based commerce system
ABECOS is proposed to achieve non-repudiation
over electronic transactions. In this system, three
principal entities are identified: a buyer, a seller,
and a directory agent. The directory agent keeps
information about other entities and acts as an
intermediary broker that helps an entity to find
other entities or agents that possess certain re-
quired capabilities. In this scenario, the directory
agent is not involved in the non-repudiation
activity (see Fig. 1).

2.1. The model

We could extend the intermediary agent’s role
for non-repudiation purposes, thus liberating the
originator of the non-repudiation protocol from
part of the computation load to obtain evidence. In our system, an evidence database is maintained by the intermediary entity to store securely the evidence for each transaction. Depending on the application, the evidence records may have an expiry date (and then, the dispute would not be settled after this date). Our system is flexible, and if the originator requests, evidence can be transferred to it during the protocol run (or even afterwards). The security policy defines who assumes which responsibility. This framework can also be extended to multiple recipients taking advantage of an intermediary acting as a hub. Fig. 2 shows the model for which our protocol is designed.

As we will see, fairness of a non-repudiation protocol depends overall on the behavior of this intermediary agent. The behavior of such an entity is usually related to its interests in the e-commerce scenario. Thus, we can suppose this entity wishes to establish business relations with the participants and earn more profits by providing satisfactory services. Even so, we still do not treat the intermediary as a fully trusted entity in our model. Evidence of transactions carried out with this entity will be collected by the originator and recipients.

2.2. Security requirements

An important requirement of non-repudiation services is fairness with which neither party can gain an advantage by quitting prematurely or otherwise misbehaving during a protocol. In other words, either all of honest participating entities obtain the expected messages and evidence, or none of the entities obtains them. Another desirable requirement is timeliness, that is, all the honest parties involved are able to bring a protocol run to the end at any time without breach of fairness. Confidentiality might also be required, with which only the intended parties are able to disclose the message being transmitted.

Evidence is essential to support non-repudiation services. In typical two-party non-repudiation protocols, at least two types of evidence must be collected by the participating entities.

- **Non-repudiation of origin.** It is intended to protect against the originator’s false denial of having originated the message. *Evidence of origin* is generated by the originator or a trusted third party on its behalf and will be held by the recipient.
- **Non-repudiation of receipt.** It is intended to protect against the recipient’s false denial of having received the message. *Evidence of receipt* is generated by the recipient or a trusted third party on its behalf and will be held by the originator.

In our model, an intermediary agent is involved in non-repudiation services and plays not only the role of originator but also the role of recipient. New types of evidence are introduced, but they play the same function as the ones described above.

2.3. The first solution

An intuitive solution to our agent-mediated non-repudiation model is to use two-party non-repudiation protocols. It can be described as a three-step scenario, where the originator first runs a fair non-repudiation protocol with the intermediary agent (IN), then the IN executes the protocol with the recipients, and finally the originator collects evidence from the IN (see Fig. 3). If the fair non-repudiation protocol of [4] is used for the first
and third steps, and its extended version for the exchange of multiple different messages [7] is used for the second step, at least 17 messages are required to complete a transaction (including a continuous use of a TTP service), without even considering the number of encryption operations and digital signatures.

With the intuitive solution, a fair non-repudiation protocol (five message flows) is executed at Step 1 in which the originator requests the intermediary agent to deliver the messages to the recipients. As a result, the IN obtains evidence of origin about the service requested by the originator and the latter obtains the promise of the IN to do its best to deliver exactly those messages to the recipients indicated by the originator.

Then, a multi-party non-repudiation protocol (five message flows) is used at Step 2 in which the IN delivers the messages to the recipients. As a result, the recipients receive the service provided by the IN, while the IN obtains the recipients’ confirmation of the service.

Again, as in Step 1, an exchange about the result of the requested service is carried out between the originator and the IN at Step 3 (five message flows). This step permits the originator to obtain evidence about the result and the IN to obtain the originator’s agreement about the result.

At least two more message flows are needed to complete the transaction. The originator lodges the keys of the commitments with the TTP, and all the entities collect the keys and final evidence from the TTP. It is out of the scope of this paper for a complete analysis of this solution. Further study of the basic protocols that compose this solution is encouraged.

3. A simple agent-mediated protocol

In this section, we present our new approach for agent-mediated non-repudiation by first introducing a simple protocol with an intermediary agent and a single recipient. In a gradual manner we will extend this approach.

3.1. A simple protocol

As we noted in Section 2, the intermediary agent plays a critical role in this scenario, so it is important to analyze its behavior. If the IN has any interest (any charge with the originator or the recipients) in a transaction, it will be willing to reach a successful transaction. But occasionally, the IN may collude with another (external or internal) entity and, for instance, hide some evidence. Therefore, we assume the intermediary agent is not fully trusted.

Here, we presume that the IN, which could be selected by the originator, is not going to hide the initial messages from the originator to the intended parties. (In Section 4.4, we will explain how to get rid of this assumption.) The simplest approach comes when the originator wishes to send a message to a single recipient. In this scenario, the IN does not play the role of a hub. Nevertheless, it communicates directly with the recipient and could help the originator not only in the non-repudiation protocol itself but also in the preliminary steps, such as search of a recipient and a product, price agreement, etc. For this purpose, we introduce a new term request that gives the IN some information about the service to be provided. The following notation is used in the protocol description:

- \( O, R, \) and \( \text{IN} \): originator, recipient, and an intermediary agent.
- \( \text{All} = O, \text{IN}, R \): set of entities that will contact the TTP.
- \( M \): message being sent from \( O \) to \( R \).
- \( k \): key being selected by \( O \).
\[ c = E_k(M): \text{encrypted message for R with key } k. \]

\[ l = h(O, IN, R, TTP, h(c), h(k)): \text{label of message } M. \]

\[ t: \text{a timeout chosen by O, before which the TTP has to publish some information.} \]

\[ EOOc = S_{oo}(feoo, IN, R, TTP, l, t, h(request), h(c)):\text{evidence of origin of c generated by O.} \]

\[ EOOI = S_{oi}(feooi, R, O, TTP, l, t, h(c)):\text{evidence of origin of c issued by the IN for R.} \]

\[ EORc = S_{rc}(feor, IN, O, l, t, h(c), u_R): \text{evidence of receipt of c generated by R.} \]

\[ EORI = S_{ri}(feori, O, R, l, t, h(request), h(c), u_R): \text{evidence of receipt of c issued by the IN for O.} \]

\[ Sub_l = S_l(fsub, TTP, IN, R, l, t, E_{ur}(k), EORI): \text{evidence of submission of the key to the TTP generated by O.} \]

\[ Con_l = S_{tl}(fcon, All, l, t, E_{ur}(k), u_R, EORI): \text{evidence of confirmation of the key issued by the TTP.} \]

The protocol is as follows:

1. \( O \rightarrow IN: feoo, IN, R, TTP, l, h(k), t, \text{request}, c, EOOc. \)
2. \( IN \rightarrow R: feooi, R, O, TTP, l, h(k), t, c, EOOI. \)
3. \( R \rightarrow IN: feor, IN, O, l, u_R, EORc. \)
4. \( IN \rightarrow O: feori, O, R, l, u_R, EORI. \)
5. \( O \rightarrow TTP: fsub, TTP, IN, R, l, t, E_{ur}(k), u_R, EORI, h(request), h(c), Sub_l. \)
6. \( All \rightarrow TTP: fcon, All, l, E_{ur}(k), EORI, Con_l. \)

The protocol works in the following way:

**Step 1.** O sends the IN the request information \(^2\) and evidence of origin corresponding to the encrypted message \( c \). The encrypted message \( c \) may be some sensitive information, for instance bank account data, that O is not intended to reveal to the IN. There is no breach of fairness if the protocol stops.

**Step 2.** The IN distributes O’s information (maybe after a negotiation or agreement with R) and sends R evidence of involvement in the transaction. Again, fairness is maintained if the protocol stops.

**Step 3.** R replies with evidence of receipt of encrypted message \( c \). R’s public encryption key \( u_R \) is included in \( EORc \) to make it undeniable when O uses it at Step 5 to distribute key \( k \). In this way, the originator does not need to verify or retrieve any public key information about the recipient. The protocol still remains fair if it stops.

**Step 4.** The IN replies to O, indicating that R agreed the transaction. At the same time evidence of receiving \( \text{request} \) and \( c \) is given to O. O will check this evidence carefully before proceeding to the next step, since this is the only evidence O will collect from the IN and will be used by O in case of disputes to prove the IN’s responsibility of the exchange. The IN will store R’s evidence of receipt in its evidence database and O can retrieve it later if needed. The IN cannot claim that it did not store this evidence since \( EORl \) demonstrates it did if a dispute arises. No party is benefited if the protocol stops at this step.

**Step 5.** O submits the key (encrypted with R’s public key) to the TTP, such that only the intended recipient will be able to disclose the message. The TTP will process it only if the submission is received before deadline \( t \). Before going to the next step, the TTP will check that the IN’s signature \( EORI \) is embedded into the message, which helps the IN to demonstrate that O has been notified about the delivery result in case a dispute arises.

**Step 6.** The TTP releases the encrypted key. O fetches \( Con_l \) as evidence that it submitted the key in time to complete the transaction. The IN fetches \( Con_l \) as evidence that O accepted \( EORl \) and thus the service offered by the IN. R obtains the key to decrypt \( c \) and fetches \( Con_l \) as evidence to prove its origin. \( EORI \) is included in this message to permit R to verify the signature \( Con_l \).

At the end of the protocol, each party will hold the corresponding evidence.

---

1. Label \( l \) constructed as \( h(m, k) \) may be subject to attacks [14]. Here, we define the label in a way that is unique in each run and verifiable by any party.
2. If confidentiality for the request information is needed, an encryption operation can be performed.
• The originator should collect EORI and Conk as evidence of receipt.
• The IN should collect EOOc, EORc, and Conk as evidence of origin and evidence of receipt, respectively, which allows the IN to demonstrate its good behavior during the protocol.
• The recipient should collect EOOI as evidence of origin of c issued by the IN. Conk must also be collected as evidence of origin of the key.

Our protocol takes only six steps, improving the first intuitive solution we presented in Section 2.3 on the number of messages sent over the network. In our protocol, anonymity could be preserved, that is, unless the originator is willing to communicate with a pre-selected recipient, neither the originator nor the recipient needs any knowledge (i.e., digital certificates) about each other in order to reach a successful protocol end. As we can see above, only the IN needs the final entities’ digital certificates in order to verify their digital signatures while the final entities only need the IN’s digital certificate during the protocol execution.

3.2. Dispute resolution

In our model, disputes might arise between any pair of three parties. If the evidence has an expiry date, the disputes should be settled with the help of an arbitrator prior to that date.

3.2.1. Disputes between originator and recipient

If O denies sending message M, R shows the arbitrator evidence EOOc and Conk. With EOOc, the arbitrator checks whether O originated c. With Conk, the arbitrator checks whether $E_{u_R}(k)$ is encrypted with $u_R$ and published by O via the TTP. The arbitrator will also check the validity of label l in EOOc and Conk. If all checks are positive, the arbitrator settles that M is from O.

In order to obtain EOOc, the recipient must retrieve this evidence from the IN’s evidence database. But if the IN precludes the recipient’s access to the evidence (or it is not valid), the recipient should present EOOI to the arbitrator, proving that it received the encrypted message c from the IN and now the responsibility of submitting EOOc lies on the latter.

If R denies that O published key k, O shows the arbitrator evidence Conk \(^3\) and EORI. With Conk, the arbitrator checks whether $u_R$ is R’s public encryption key. (O may further retrieve EORc from the IN to support it.) Besides, the arbitrator checks whether $E_{u_R}(k)$ is encrypted with $u_R$ and became available by the predefined time t. Again, the arbitrator needs to check the validity of label l in Conk. If all checks are positive, the arbitrator settles that O published key k.

3.2.2. Disputes between originator and intermediary

If the IN denies having received any request labeled l from O, O presents EORI and the arbitrator checks the IN’s signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that O sent the request to the IN.

If O denies having received a response from the IN for a labeled transaction l, the IN presents Conk and the arbitrator checks the TTP’s signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that O published the key due to receipt of a response from the IN.

3.2.3. Disputes between recipient and intermediary

If the IN denies delivering message c to R, R presents evidence EOOI and the arbitrator checks the IN’s signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that c, originated from O, is delivered by the IN to R.

If R denies having received message c, the IN presents EORc and the arbitrator checks R’s signature on it. If successful, the arbitrator settles that the IN delivered c to R.

4. Extension to multiple recipients

The intervention of an intermediary becomes more interesting when multiple parties can be involved in a transaction. In this scenario, the IN acts as a hub. That is, the originator sends the transaction information to the IN and the IN transacts with multiple recipients according to the

---

⁢ Note that the arbitrator has just to verify Conk, since EORI was checked by the TTP before publishing at Step 6.
originator’s request. A new protocol that combines a simple agent-mediated non-repudiation protocol presented in Section 3.1 and a multi-party non-repudiation protocol in [5] is introduced in this section.

In order to release the key only to the honest parties, a group encryption mechanism [15] is needed that allows the encryption of a message to be decrypted by an intended group of recipients using any public-key encryption scheme.

4.1. A multi-recipient protocol

Some useful new notation in the protocol description is as follows:
- $R$: set of intended recipients.
- $R_i$: Each of the intended recipients with $i \in \{1, \ldots, |R|\}$.
- $R'$: subset of $R$ that replied to the IN with the evidence of receipt.
- $All = O, IN, R'$: set of entities that will contact the TTP.
- $l = h(O, IN, R, TTP, h(c), h(k))$: label of message $M$.
- $u_R$: set of public encryption keys of the recipients belonging to $R'$.
- $E_R(k)$: a group encryption scheme that encrypts $k$ for the group $R'$.
- $EOOI = S_{IN}(feoo, R, O, TTP, l, t, EOOc)$: evidence of origin of $c$ issued by the IN for $R$.
- $EORCi = S_{R_i}(feor, IN, O, l, t, h(c), u_{R_i})$: evidence of receipt of $c$ generated by $R_i$.
- $EORI = S_{IN}(feori, O, R', l, t, h(request), h(c), u_R)$: evidence of receipt of $c$ issued by the IN for $O$ containing the identities of the recipients who replied.
- $Sub_k = S_{O}(fsub, TTP, IN, R', l, t, E_R(k), EORI)$: evidence of submission of the key to the TTP generated by $O$.
- $Con_k = S_{TTP}(fcon, All, l, t, E_R(k), u_R, EORI)$: evidence of confirmation of the key issued by the TTP.

The protocol is as follows:

1. $O \rightarrow IN$: $feoo, IN, R, TTP, l, h(k), t, request, c, EOOc$.
2. $IN \Rightarrow R$: $feori, R, O, TTP, l, h(k), t, h(request), c, EOOc, EOOI$.
3. $R_i \rightarrow IN$: $feor, IN, O, l, u_{R_i}, EORCi$.
4. $IN \rightarrow O$: $feori, O, R', l, u_R, EORI$.
5. $O \rightarrow TTP$: $fsub, TTP, IN, R', l, t, E_R(k), u_R, EORI, h(request), h(c), Sub_k$.
6. $All \rightarrow TTP$: $fcon, All, l, E_R(k), u_R, EORI, Con_k$.

Minor changes are introduced with respect to the previous protocol. In this situation, the IN should store all the evidence collected from the honest recipients in the evidence database. In case of disputes, the resolution process remains unchanged (see Section 3.2). Although the recipients receive evidence of origin $EOOc$ from $O$, we assume that they do not store this evidence, even though they may. We explain why they need this evidence in Section 4.4. Public encryption keys are included by each recipient to make them undeniable when $O$ uses them at the group encryption scheme to distribute key $k$. In this way, the originator does not need to verify or retrieve any public key information about recipients.

In this scenario, we should prevent the IN from sending a $R'' \neq R'$ to $O$. If $R'' \supseteq R'$, then the IN claims that some recipients replied but they actually did not. Some solutions exist depending on the transaction’s type. If the disclosure of the message can be brought back or the transaction can be cancelled after a dispute resolution, $O$ can request to settle the dispute and the IN will not be able to present all the evidence of receipt. If it is not possible (i.e., for more critical transactions or exchanges), the IN should send all the evidence of receipt to $O$ at Step 4. But $O$ only needs to keep $EORI$ and may not maintain the evidence of receipt generated by each recipient after verifying that $R'' = R'$. $O$ will terminate the protocol run if $R'' \neq R'$.

If $R'' \subset R'$, then the IN hides some evidence of receipt from some of the honest recipients. Here, the solution requires a recovery sub-protocol (see Section 4.3) which allows these honest entities communicate directly to the TTP about their commitment to the transaction.

4.2. Group encryption

A group encryption scheme is used to encrypt the key $k$ for the recipients $R'$ in our protocol. It is based on a public-key encryption scheme and on the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT). This
method is generic as it can use any public-key cryptosystem. Let us instantiate it for our protocol.

- Let \( u_R \) and \( v_R \) be the public and private keys of \( R_i \), respectively. (\( R_i \) corresponds to all parties that belong to \( R' \)).
- Each recipient of \( R' \) receives a random integer \( P_i > E_{u_R}(k) \) such that all \( P_i \) are pair-wise relatively prime. (When choosing randomly large primes or multiplications of distinct primes, for example, the probability of obtaining two numbers that are not relatively primes is negligible.)
- \( \hat{O} \) computes \( X \equiv E_{u_R}(k) \mod P_i \). As all of \( P_i \) are prime integers, using the CRT, only one solution is obtained from this equation. Hence, \( E_R(k) \equiv X \). Each recipient \( R_i \) can obtain \( k \) by computing \( X \equiv E_{u_R}(k) \mod P_i \) using her private key \( v_R \).

In our protocol, \( \hat{O} \) is required to include \( P_i \) in \( \text{Sub}_{\hat{R}_i} \) to make the encryption of \( k \) undeniable. (For simplicity, it is omitted.)

### 4.3. Recovery sub-protocol

Let \( t_1 < t \) be a deadline time after which the recovery protocol cannot be launched by any recipient. The previous notation is modified as follows:

- \( \text{EOO}_c = S_o(\text{feoo}, \text{IN}, \text{R}, \text{TTP}, l, t, t_1, h(\text{request}), h(c)) \): evidence of origin of \( c \) generated by \( \hat{O} \).
- \( \text{EOOI} = S_o(\text{feooi}, \text{O}, \text{R}, \text{TTP}, l, t, t_1, \text{EOO}_c) \): evidence of origin of \( c \) issued by the IN for \( \text{R} \).
- \( \text{EORC}_i = S_R(\text{feor}, \text{IN}, O, l, t_1, h(c), u_R) \): evidence of receipt of \( c \) generated by \( \text{R}_i \).
- \( \text{EORER}_i = S_{\text{IN}}(\text{feorer}, l, \text{EORC}_i) \): evidence of receipt of \( \text{EORC}_i \) issued by the IN for \( \text{R}_i \).

The main protocol is modified as well.

1. \( \hat{O} \rightarrow \text{IN} \): \( \text{feoo}, \text{IN}, \text{R}, \text{TTP}, l, h(k), t, t_1, \text{request}, c, \text{EOO}_c \).
2. \( \text{IN} \rightarrow \text{R} \): \( \text{feooi}, \text{O}, \text{R}, \text{TTP}, l, h(k), t, t_1, h(\text{request}), c, \text{EOO}_c, \text{EOOI} \).
3. \( \text{R}_i \rightarrow \text{IN} \): \( \text{feor}, \text{IN}, O, l, u_R, \text{EORC}_i \).
4. \( \text{IN} \rightarrow \text{R}_i \): \( \text{feorer}, l, \text{EORER}_i \).
5. \( \text{IN} \rightarrow \text{O} \): \( \text{feori}, \text{O}, \text{R'}, u_R, \text{EORI} \).
6. \( \text{O} \rightarrow \text{TTP} \): \( \text{fsub}, \text{TTP}, \text{IN}, \text{R'}, l, t, E_{u_R}(k), u_R, \text{EORI}, h(\text{request}), h(c), \text{Sub}_{\hat{R}_i} \).
7. \( \text{All} \leftrightarrow \text{TTP} \): \( \text{fcon}, \text{All}, l, E_{u_R}(k), u_R, \text{EORI}, \text{Con}_{\hat{R}_i} \).

The recovery sub-protocol is as follows:

5.a. \( R_i \rightarrow \text{TTP} \):
\[
\text{frec}, \text{IN}, O, R, l, h(k), t, t_1, h(\text{request}), h(c), u_R, \text{EOO}_c, \text{EORC}_i.
\]

5.b. If \( t_1 > t \) \( \Rightarrow \)
- TTP ignores the message
- Else

5.c. \( \text{TTP} \rightarrow \text{O} \):
\[
\text{frec}, O, R_i, l, u_R, \text{EORC}_i.
\]
5.d. \( \text{O} \):
- adds \( R_i \) into \( R' \)

The recovery sub-protocol will be launched only in case of the IN’s misbehavior or channel failure. A new step has been introduced in the main protocol, such that the IN must reply to each evidence of receipt (\( \text{EORC}_i \)). If \( \text{R} \) receives \( \text{EORER}_i \) at Step 4 but the IN does not include him in \( R' \), the recipient can present \( \text{EORER}_i \) to the adjudicator in a dispute resolution.

If \( \text{R} \) does not receive \( \text{EORER}_i \) at Step 4, considerably before \( t_1 \), \( R_i \) should launch the recovery sub-protocol to contact the TTP directly. The TTP checks that message 5.a arrives before \( t_1 \) and that the same \( t_1 \) is signed by \( \hat{O} \) in \( \text{EOO}_c \). Then the TTP sends the recovery information to \( \hat{O} \) and the latter will include \( R_i \) into \( R' \) for the group encryption of key \( k \) after validating the evidence and checking that \( R_i \) belongs to \( \text{R} \). In such a case, \( R' \) in \( \text{Sub}_{\hat{R}_i} \) and \( R \) in \( \text{EORI} \) will not match. Then, \( \hat{O} \) may need to contact the IN for a corrected \( \text{EORI} \). As some recipients may launch the recovery sub-protocol before \( t_1 \), \( \hat{O} \) may wait until the deadline \( t_1 \) has passed before proceeding to Step 6.

\( R_i \) may launch the recovery sub-protocol (several times) even when the IN behaves honestly. However, this does not give the recipient any benefit. On the contrary, the recipient may need to pay more when requesting this service from the TTP.

### 4.4. Collaboration among recipients

A problem might arise if the IN sends the messages to the recipients in a selective manner. The IN can always claim that some recipients did not reply. There are two possible scenarios. In one of them, the IN proceeds according to the information contained in \( \text{request} \), choosing by itself the recipients. In this case, the originator
has no other choice but to trust the IN for this service.

In another scenario, as we used in the previous protocol description, the originator will select all the intended recipients prior to the beginning of the transactions. Usually, the IN would not misbehave in such a way if it has any interest in bringing a transaction to its end. Nevertheless, the IN may collude with another internal or external entity and exclude some recipients from the transaction if it can get more benefits.

In this case, the recipients should collaborate in order not to be excluded. After receiving Step 2 of the protocol, each recipient that did not receive this step again can distribute this message to the rest of recipients. Otherwise, it just continues. In order to avoid the IN’s misbehavior.

The collaboration among recipients could be used depending on the transaction type and the network latency since this solution needs more message flows.

5. Further extension to multiple messages

Frequently, in e-commerce applications, the originator needs to send different messages to recipients in the same transaction. A modification can be made to distribute different messages to the intended parties. At the first step, the originator may send these different messages as well as the request (including the instructions on how to split them for each recipient) to the IN.

In this extension, the use of the same key for all users creates new problems. As messages are different, when the same key is used for encryption, and after the key $k$ is published, any recipient will be able to read the messages destined to the other recipients (by eavesdropping the messages that are transmitted between the IN and R). More importantly, a cheating entity could obtain its message without sending any evidence of receipt, by colluding with a party who has got the key $k$. These problems can be solved with the technique proposed in [7].

Let $R$ be a group of $n$ recipients and $M$, the different plain messages that the IN sends to each $R_i$, with $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$. The following notation is used in the protocol description:

- $n$: a random value generated by $O$ for each $R_i$.
- $x_i = E_{u_{R_i}}(n_i)$: encryption of $n_i$ with $R_i$’s public key.
- $k_i = k \oplus n_i$: a key for each $R_i$.
- $c_i = E_k(M_i)$: encrypted message with a key $k_i$ for each $R_i$.
- $l_i = h(O, IN, R_i, TTP, h(c_i), h(k))$: label of message $M_i$.
- $L'$: concatenation of labels of the recipients belonging to $R'$.
- $EOO_{ci} = S_{O}(feoo, IN, R_i, TTP, l_i, x_i, u_{R_i}, t, h(request), h(c_i))$: evidence of origin of $c_i$ generated by $O$.
- $C = \{l_1c_1x_1u_{R_1}EOO_{c_1}, \ldots, l_nc_nx_nu_{R_n}EOO_{c_n}\}$: concatenation of label, encrypted message, encrypted random number, public encryption key, and evidence of origin for each recipient in $R$.
- $C'$: subset of $C$ for recipients belonging to $R'$.
- $EOOI_i = S_{IN}(feooi, R_i, O, TTP, l_i, x_i, u_{R_i}, t, h(c_i))$: evidence of origin of $c_i$ issued by the IN for $R_i$.
- $EOR_{ci} = S_R(feori, IN, O, l_i, x_i, u_{R_i}, t, h(c_i))$: evidence of receipt of $c_i$ generated by $R_i$.
- $EORI = S_{IN}(feori, O, R, L', t, h(request), h(C'))$: evidence of receipt of $C'$ issued by the IN for $O$.
- $Sub_k = S_O(fs_{sub}, TTP, IN, R', L', t, E_{R'}(k), u_{R'}, EORI)$: evidence of submission of the key to the TTP generated by $O$.
- $Con_k = S_{TTP}(fcon, All, L', t, E_{R'}(k), u_{R'}, EORI)$: evidence of confirmation of the key issued by the TTP.

The protocol is as follows:

1. $O \rightarrow IN : feoo, IN, R, TTP, t, h(k), request, C$.
2. $IN \rightarrow R_i : feooi, R_i, O, TTP, t, h(k), l_i, c_i, x_i, u_{R_i}, EOO_{l_i}$. 
3. $R_i \rightarrow IN : feori, IN, O, l_i, EOR_{ci}$. 
4. $IN \rightarrow O : feori, O, R', L', EORI$. 
5. $O \rightarrow TTP : fs_{sub}, TTP, IN, R', L', t, E_{R'}(k), u_{R'}, EORI, h(request), h(C'), Sub_k$. 
6. $All \leftrightarrow TTP : fcon, All, L', E_{R'}(k), u_{R'}, EORI, Con_k$.

The originator selects the intended public keys that are going to be used in the encryption of $n_i$. If
the recipient disagrees (e.g., because its digital certificate has expired or been revoked), it should stop the protocol after receiving Step 2.

This protocol has the same properties as the one in the previous section. However, if no trust is deposited on the IN, some external mechanism should be found to ensure this entity will distribute all the messages to the intended parties. (This problem cannot be addressed by the means of collaboration among recipients as proposed in Section 4.4, because each recipient will not receive the same message.)

6. Applications

Our approach fits in any software infrastructure for a large, distributed, agent-based commerce system, such as digital auctions, virtual shopping, and supplying chains. Let us describe a virtual shopping scenario where a customer (the originator) is willing to buy some products and for that, it accesses an intermediary entity (see Fig. 4).

Using the request information contained in $EOO_c$, the intermediary software may search for sellers and products, negotiate price, etc. In this step, the intermediary could use a mobile code object. Important data of the purchase (including banking account data if it is required by the application) can be enclosed in the encrypted message $c$ such that only the intended recipients have access to it. Then the agent will redirect the purchase request to the sellers along with the evidence of its participation ($EOOI$), and the sellers will reply with the evidence of reception to the agent ($EORc$). The agent should verify all the evidence it received and store them in its evidence database. If the transaction is retrievable, that is, payment can be cancelled, the customer need not check and keep the sellers’ evidence during the protocol.

After collecting the commitments ($EORc$) from the sellers, the agent will notify the customer of the list of sellers that have responded to the purchase request. The notification ($EORI$) also proves that the agent has done its work as expected by the customer, and the list will be used by the customer on the delivery of the key $k$ to the sellers through the TTP. The TTP will verify the customer’s request ($Sub_k$) and the agent’s notification ($EORI$) before storing final evidence ($Con_k$) for downloading by transacting parties of the protocol.

Once the transaction ends, a simple payment protocol can take place, since each party has got enough evidence for possible dispute resolution.

7. Conclusion

Electronic commerce helps businesses to expand their strategy and market, and for that, most of them are being shifted to the Internet or taking advantages of other digital sources. As the number and diversity of e-commerce participants grows, the complexity of purchasing (supplying, exchanging, etc.) from a vast and dynamic array of goods and services needs to be hidden from end users. Collecting, verifying, and storing evidence about the transactions is required, but might be undesirable for final entities when these transactions are undertaken with multiple entities and the volume is considerable. Hence, intermediary entities are useful in such scenarios to help final entities to carry out their business transactions. In addition, these intermediary entities can act as ‘hubs’, increasing the market and opportunities for both customers and merchants.

In this paper, we analyzed a new entity that takes part in the non-repudiation protocol. This intermediary entity can be just another module in an existing agent-based system, facilitating the

---

4 Security issues in roaming agents and mobile code are out of the scope of this paper. See [16] for further details.
originator to carry out an e-commerce transaction. We introduced different scenarios that our approach can be easily fitted into, and demonstrated the advantages for end users in the use of an intermediary service on reducing the evidence storage requirements and gathering different recipients. In our agent-mediated non-repudiation protocols, the originator can be kept anonymous to the recipients, and vice versa, as long as the originator and the recipients do not need to verify each other’s evidence. The intermediary agent can be distrusted and our approach maintains the security requirements for a non-repudiable e-commerce transaction.
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